Real Estate Package

Our company has been actively supporting business in
Spain for more then 10 years. We
are the webmaster for the
Coastrider newspaper as well as for many other large
companies.
We have developed
and created hundreds of websites for Real Estate Agencies during
the last 10 years. We are now delighted to be able to offer a
new and exciting package
which is ideal for your business.
Affordable, easy to use and most importantly, optimised to
attract maximum traffic straight to your door. Simply choose
whether you want to hire
our new system on a low cost monthly
basis or buy it outright.

Here is a link to

some examples of what we can offer - http://property.cbwebhosting.info

Our advanced system gives you full control over your
website. Want to add a new page or
change the text of an
existing one? No problem you can do that yourself, instantly.
The system is easy to use and you are in full control of your
own website.

You need to change the price of a property? A
property has just been sold and you want to
take it off the
website? Just log in to the control panel and with a few clicks
it's done.
New properties can be added in minutes.

Our system can handle multiple agents (MLS). Each
agent has his own login and can
manage, add and delete their own
properties. The system offers export and import to
Kyero and
other major property portals.

Here is a short list of features

from our property management system

Easy to learn content management

system (CMS)

Property management system for

resales or rentals
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Availability calendar for short

term rentals

Google maps for each property
Extended Search functions
Multi agent ability
Search engine friendly for easy

search engine optimisation

Gallery for property pictures in

a modern light-box system

Newsletter system to keep your

clients up-to-date with new properties

Full statistical package
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We also offer a wide range of other
services around your web site. You need a logo or a
new layout
for your business card? We have dedicated designers that help
you every
step of the way.
You want to present exclusive
properties or an outstanding villa in a new and exciting
way?
Forget about 360 Degree presentation where the property gets
totally
distorted. With our property video tours you have the
hottest internet technology right on
your web site. We film
and have a professional voice over from as little as 150
Euro.
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